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Wall of Carn Dearg. Soon afterwards a slow thaw set in, and by early 
April, the pristine white snows of Ben Nevis were rapidly disappearing into 
the raging Allt a’Mhuilinn en route to Loch Linnhe and the sea.

Iain Small moves through a bulge on From The Jaws of Defeat (VIII,8), Carn 
Dearg, Ben Nevis.(Simon Richardson)

LINDSAY GRIFFIN

Afghanistan 2013

Only two mountaineering expeditions are known to have operated 
in the Hindu Kush during the summer of 2013. There is an increas-

ingly widespread feeling that when NATO troops are withdrawn from the 
country in 2014, climbing in the Wakhan will quickly become untenable 
for foreigners. This could be the last mountaineering report from Afghani-
stan for a while. Hopefully not.

Alan Halewood returned to the mountains of the Pamir, this time with 
Richmond MacIntyre and Rich Parker. Halewood had climbed north-east 
of the Qara Jilga massif in 2010 and now wanted to attempt one of these 
summits. The team took the usual approach through Tajikistan, crossing 
into Afghanistan at Ishkashim, and driving east up the Wakhan Corridor to 
the roadhead at Sarhad-e-Boroghil. From here, they walked for seven days 
to a base camp at 4815m on the north side of the Qara Jilga. They acclima-
tized by checking out a couloir leading to the north ridge of the main top, 
climbing to the crest of this ridge at c. 5400m, and then descending prior 
to a summit attempt the following day. On the way down rockfall struck 
MacIntyre on the head, splitting his helmet and rendering him temporarily 

The Qara Jilga group from the north showing the line of the attempted route. 
Three of the four summits are visible, the fourth hidden in cloud on the left. The 
highest (6094m) is the visible summit furthest back. (Alan Halewood)
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unconscious. He recovered enough for the others to assist him down and 
then, with an improvised neck collar, altered vision and great assistance 
from excellent Wakhi staff, was able to reach the road head on horseback 
and eventually return home with no permanent damage.

Dylan Taylor was also returning to the Wakhan for a second time. In 2012 
he had made several ski descents above the Issik valley in the Pamir and this 
time, with fellow Americans Mick Follari and Aidan Loehr, planned rock 
routes on granite ‘not dissimilar to Chamonix’. But they found September 
days cold, and instead opted for ice/mixed ascents. They made the first 
ascent of an unnamed peak of 5965m (Austrian Map) between Koh-e-Seh 

Aspe Safad and Koh-e-
Helal, climbing the south 
face at AI4+ M5. GPS 
on the summit recorded 
an altitude of 6060m, 
and descent required 18 
consecutive rappels from 
Abalakovs.

They then made two 
attempts on Peak 5842m, 
a couple of kilometres 
east of Koh-e-Seh Aspe 
Safad, but retreated from 
half-height on the north-
east face, having climbed 
difficulties up to AI5 
M6. Approaching night-
fall and complete lack 
of bivouac gear made it 
prudent to descend. The 

team notes that, ominously, skirmishes between Taliban and the Afghan 
National Army had now reached within a few hours of Ishkashim. Exiting 
the country, Loehr discovered that he had only a single-entry visa to 
Tajikistan, and as this had already been used, his eventual escape from 
Afghanistan took almost one month and a considerable amount of cash.

During the winter following these two trips a Polish expedition attempted 
to repeat Tadeusz Piotrowski and Andrzej Zawada’s historic February 
1973 ascent of Noshaq (7492m), the first winter ascent of any peak above 
7000m. Unfortunately, they were forced to give up relatively low on the 
mountain.

Richmond MacIntyre with the split helmet, head, 
and a rock of similar size to the one that hit him. 
(Alan Halewood)
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JOHN TOWN

China & Tibet

The situation in Tibet continues to be very difficult with permits for 
unclimbed peaks seemingly impossible to obtain and travel outside the 

central area heavily restricted. The neighbouring provinces of Xinjiang, 
Chinghai, Sichuan and Yunnan present greater opportunities although 
activity has continued to be concentrated in the relatively accessible 
Qonglai, Daxue and Litang Plateau areas of Sichuan. The latter, which 
includes the Chola, Shaluli and Gonkala ranges is not without its own 
issues. There has been strong and consistent hostility to climbing on holy 
mountains in certain valleys. One wonders whether, in accordance with 
local wishes, some areas may yet be set aside for the gods to roam the 
summits undisturbed?

Min Shan
The Min Shan is the most north-easterly massif in Sichuan, situated 

directly north of Chengdu. In May 2012, Karim Adouane (France), 
Jon Otto, and Su Ronqin made the first known ascent of Xiao (Little) 
Xuebaoding (5440m) by the north-east ridge.

Qonglai Shan
The rock walls and peaks of the Qonglai mountains continue to attract 

attention, particularly those accessible from the Shuangqiao valley. In 2010 
Kazuyoshi Uematsu led a three-man team that made the first ascent via the 
south-east face of the ultra prominent Niuxin Shan (Ox Heart mountain) 
(4942m) at the northern end of the valley. They were closely followed by 
the local team of Tashi, Yangxinyong and Yao Liu, who climbed a new 
route on the south face. In September, after two earlier attempts, Chad 
Kellogg and Dylan Johnson finally succeeded in making the first ascent 
of Seerdengpu (5592m), whose 1500m walls dominate the heads of the 
Shuangqiao and Changping valleys. A few days later, with John Dickey, 
they nearly made the first ascent of the granite ‘shark’s fin’ of Peak 5086m, 
being stopped by a blank section immediately below the summit. Chinese 
climbers Gong Xiaorui, He Chuan, and Wu Peng suffered similar disap-
pointment in October having approached from the opposite (south) face. 
He Chuan returned in 2011 and climbed the south face to a point on the 
east ridge about 50m below the summit. His party also made the possible 
first ascent of Peak 4970m.

In July and August of 2012 Hiroo Yonezawa and his team made the 
first ascents of Mountain Hermit (5062m) via the north-west ridge, Beauty 
Peak (c.5360m) via the south-east ridge and Chibu II (c.5400m) via the 


